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IV. STATEMENT OF ISSUES PRESENTED FOR REVIEW 
Plaintiff/Cross-Appellant voluntarily waives certain issues 
originally raised in its Statement of Respondent's Points, and 
limits its Cross Appeal to the following two issues: 
FIRST ISSUE: 
DID THE TRIAL COURT ERR IN GRANTING DEFENDANTS 
A ONE-FIFTH (1/5) INTEREST IN THE PEARSON 
SPRING BY MISCONSTRUING THE FACTS AND/OR THE LAW? 
SECOND ISSUE: 
DID THE TRIAL COURT ERR IN FAILING TO 
FURTHER CLARIFY THE RESPECTIVE SEASONAL 
WATER RIGHTS OF THE PARTIES PURSUANT TO 
THE UNCONTRADICTED TESTIMONY OF THE 
STATE ENGINEER? 
_V. STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
A. Nature of the Case. 
Cornish Town originally brought this action to enjoin the 
Defendants' connection of a private 4" PVC pipe to Cornish Town's 
main water line from the Pearson Spring. This Defendants sought 
to do under a deeded right to their predecessors to receive 
culinary water from Cornish Town through a 3/4-inch tap. (See 
Complaint and Temporary Restraining Order.) Ultimately, the case 
evolved into additional causes of action to determine the 
respective interests of the parties in two springs situated in 
Cache County, Plaintiff's claim to certain rights-of-way leading 
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to the springs, and for damages for the cost of Defendants1 
private pipeline. 
B. Course of Proceedings and Disposition: 
The matter was tried February 16, 17, 18 and 23, 1983, before 
the Honorable VeNoy Christoffersen on the issues as framed by 
Plaintiff's Second Amended Complaint and Defendants1 Answer and 
Counterclaim. Subsequent hearings were held to clarify the 
Court's Findings, Conclusions and Judgment and Decree. 
Essentially, the Trial Court ruled as follows: 
(1) The Defendants were enjoined from hooking up their 
private 4-inch pipe to the Town's water line from the Pearson 
Spring. 
(2) The Plaintiff was only entitled to the easements 
and rights-of-way set forth in Plaintiff's deeds; and its 
claims to certain prescriptive easements for other 
rights-of-way were dismissed. 
(3) The Defendants' interest in the Griffiths Spring 
was to remain as set forth in Cornish's deed. 
(4) The Pearson Spring was fully allocated among the 
parties as follows: 
(a) Cornish was granted an undivided 4/5 
interest. 
(b) Defendants were granted an undivided 1/5 
interest. 
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(c) Both the source of the culinary water through 
the deeded right and the point of connection were to be 
determined by Cornish Town. 
(5) The Defendants counterclaim for damages was 
dismissed. (Add. - Judgment and Decree. Reference to 
documents contained in the Addendum is preceded by flAdd.n) 
VI. STATEMENT OF FACTS. 
In 1938 Lars Pearson and all his heirs (with the apparent 
exception of Emma Marie Pearson Dobbs hereafter Dobbs) deeded 
all their rights in and to the Pearson Spring to the Town of 
Cornish (Add. - Exhibit 8). In 1938 and 1939, Cornish constructed 
a municipal waterworks system from the Pearson Spring area to the 
Town's original reservoir, including a pipeline with a 3/4-inch 
tap to the original Lars Pearson home (A. B. Tr. 44). (References 
to Transcripts shall be to the pages of the Transcript of the 
witness whose testimony is being cited as needed the initials of 
of the witness are noted. A. B. is Asael Buttars; V. B. is Verl 
Buxton; D. H. is Dee Hansen; and E. K. is Evan Roller.) In 1960 
Dobbs deeded her interest in the old Pearson property and "all 
water rights used thereon" to Defendants Evan and Marlene Roller 
(Add. - Exhibit 9). In 1968, Dobbs gave the Rollers a 
"correction" deed concerning the old Lars Pearson property, 
coupled with the following water rights language: "Together with 
any and all water or water rights belonging to, or used on or in 
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connection with, or in anywise appertaining to all of the above 
described tracts of land...11 (Add. - Exhibit 10). Neither 
Pearsons, Dobbs nor Rollers ever contested the Town's right to 
collect all water in the Pearson Spring area through its municipal 
waterworks system until December 3, 1979. 
At trial, Asael Buttars testified that in 1938, as a young 
man of 20 years of age, he was personally acquainted with the 
Pearson family and familiar with the Pearson Spring area, both as 
a resident of Cornish and because he was Interested in what his 
father (Melvin H. Buttars, first Mayor of Cornish) was doing then 
(A. B. Tr. 42-44). Buttars stated that he was directly involved 
in Town affairs and the municipal water system from that time 
forward until 1958 (with the exception of a two-year church 
mission from 1939 to 1941, after which he came home and farmed in 
the Cornish area). He served as a member of the Town Board and/or 
Mayor of Cornish Town from 1952 until 1958 (A. B. Tr. 42-44, 
61-62, 70). 
Buttars stated of his own personal knowledge that, after the 
municipal water line was installed from the Pearson Spring to the 
Town reservoir in 1938/1939, and until 1958 when he left the Town 
Board, the only use made of water from the Pearson Spring by any 
member of the Pearson family was limited to the 3/4-inch tap to 
the Lars Pearson home. He stated that such limited use of Pearson 
Spring water by the Pearson family, Dobbs and her family and the 
Sylvester family was the only water from the Pearson Spring ever 
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applied to the Lars Pearson property itself (A, B. Tr. 60). 
Buttars testified that the family had only one tap and that it was 
the 3/4-inch tap to the Lars Pearson home called for in the 1938 
Deed (A. B. Tr. 61, 63). Asael Buttars also testified that the 
Town took all the water that was available above the Pearson 
Spring catch basin, and did not attempt to collect water below the 
catch basin from the Butler Hollow springs (A. B. Tr. 73), which 
springs were down a hollow below the Pearson Springs, which was 
the same hollow into which overflow from the Pearson Springs 
naturally flows and drains. 
Verl Buxton testified at trial that he was Mayor of Cornish 
from 1958 until 1970, and that he had occasion during that period 
to regularly travel the Defendants1 roadway to the Pearson Spring, 
as well as walk up the Butler Hollow to the Pearson Spring, for 
purposes of maintaining and servicing the Town's waterworks, 
whenever the Town had a need to do so (V. B. Tr. 1-2, 5-6, 12). 
He stated that the Butler Hollow was always dry, except for some 
spots where one would find cattails or other natural vegetation 
(V. B. Tr. 6). He further testified that there was only one line 
to the old Lars Pearson home, which was the 3/4-inch tap line (V. 
B. Tr. 8-9, 16) . 
It was uncontested at trial that the only water received by 
the Rollers and their predecessors from Butler Hollow prior to 
1962 was sporadic run-off from rain and a limited amount from the 
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old Butler Hollow springs, which Mr. Roller alleged shifted up the 
hollow to the Pearson Spring area as a result of the 1962 
earthquake (E. K. 41, 47-48, 51, 57; and A. B. Tr. 7). The only 
water from the Pearson Spring coming down into the Butler Hollow 
area at any time has been limited to that infrequent water which 
for whatever reason was not efficiently collected by the Town in 
the Pearson Spring area after 1962 (E. R. Tr. 40-41, 44). There 
was no testimony of any deliberate attempt to actually divert 
water from the Pearson Spring area or the Pearson Spring catch 
basin by Dobbs or her successors. The Town of Cornish has always 
had the use of all the water which it could collect from Pearson 
Spring without protest since 1939 (A. B. Tr. 73 and E. K. Tr. 41, 
44) . 
In the original 1960 deed from Dobbs to the Rollers (Add. 
Exhibit 9), Dobbs conveyed only those "water rights used thereon,11 
meaning water actually used on the old Lars Pearson property which 
she was conveying to Roller. The evidence produced by Plaintiffs 
was uncontradicted that prior to 1962 (when the lower Butler 
Hollow springs dried up) , the only Pearson Spring water used on 
the old Pearson property was the 3/4-inch tap piped to the house 
from the Town's main line. The only beneficial use of the 
remaining water from the Pearson Spring during this period was the 
use made of the water by the Town in its municipal water system 
(A. B. Tr. 73 and E. R. Tr. 41, 44). Even after 1962, the only 
beneficial use of Pearson Spring water (beyond the 3/4-inch tap) 
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which Defendants can claim is the use of that sporadic, limited 
(and unmeasured) amount of water which was not efficiently 
collected by the Town in the Pearson Spring area and which ran 
down into the Butler Hollow area which water Kollers allowed to 
accumulate in their fish pond built in the mid-60fs (a new kind of 
use never contemplated by Lars Pearson or his heirs) , and which 
water runs down into Butler Hollow by mere happenstance, not by 
any appropriated or certified right or any act of diversion by 
Kollers (E. K. Tr. 41, 44, 47-48, 51, 57, 126). 
VII. SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 
FIRST ISSUE 
DID THE TRIAL COURT ERR IN GRANTING 
DEFENDANTS A ONE-FIFTH (1/5) INTEREST 
IN THE PEARSON SPRING BY MISCONSTRUING 
FACTS AND/OR THE LAW? 
POINT I. Whatever rights Marie Pearson 
Dobbs may have had to one-fifth (1/5) of 
the Pearson Spring water in 1938 have long 
since been forfeited to the public domain 
by the absence of any beneficial use of 
said one-fifth (1/5) interest by Marie Pearson 
Dobbs and her successors for a period far 
in excess of the minimum 5 year non-use 
requirement under Section 73-1-4, Utah 
Code Annotated (1953 as amended). 
POINT II. The absence of any beneficial 
use of Pearson Spring water (except the 
3/4-inch tap right) on the Pearson 
property by Mrs. Dobbs and her family before 
1960 means, as a matter of law, that any 
alleged one-fifth (1/5) interest in the 
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Pearson Spring was no longer appurtenant 
to said property, thereby precluding any 
transfer of the alleged one-fifth (1/5) 
interest by Mrs. Dobbs1 1960 Deed to 
the Defendants. 
POINT III. The Defendants are equitably 
estopped from claiming the alleged one-fifth 
(1/5) interest of Marie Pearson Dobbs by 
virtue of their and their predecessors 
acquiescence for more than 40 years to 
Cornish Town's use of all of the Pearson 
Spring water and the Town's construction 
and ongoing maintenance, repair and 
development of its municipal waterworks 
for that period of time. 
SECOND ISSUE 
DID THE TRIAL COURT ERR IN FAILING 
TO FURTHER CLARIFY THE RESPECTIVE 
SEASONAL WATER RIGHTS OF THE PARTIES 
PURSUANT TO THE UNCONTRADICTED TESTIMONY 
OF THE STATE ENGINEER? 
The State Engineer, Dee Hansen, testified that the Pearson 
Spring waters should be formally divided between the parties not 
only as to their respective shares of the original flow, but also 
as to irrigation and non-irrigation season rights, and as to the 
date their respective rights were established, and as to a 
secondary right appropriated by the Town in 1939. The Court could 
and should have adopted his testimony and clarified the parties' 
respective rights in the Pearson Spring. There was no 
justification for not making such clarification as requested 
at that time and subsequently by the Plaintiff, in the total 
absence of any contradictory testimony. 
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VIII. ARGUMENT 
FIRST ISSUE 
DID THE TRIAL COURT ERR IN GRANTING 
DEFENDANTS A ONE-FIFTH (1/5) INTEREST 
IN THE PEARSON SPRING BY MISCONSTRUING 
THE FACTS AND/OR THE LAW? 
POINT I. Whatever rights Marie Pearson 
Dobbs may have had to one-fifth (1/5) 
of the Pearson Spring water in 1938 have 
long since been forfeited to the public 
domain by the absence of any beneficial 
use of said one-fifth (1/5) interest by 
Marie Pearson Dobbs and her successors for 
a period far in excess of the minimum 5 year 
non-use requirement under Section 73-1-4, 
Utah Code Annotated (1953 as amended). 
The State statute which governs the issue of forfeiture of 
water rights is Section 73-1-4, Utah Code Annotated (1953 as 
amended) and reads, in pertinent part, as follows: 
"When an appropriator or his successor in interest shall 
abandon or cease to use water for a period of five (5) years, 
the right shall cease and thereupon such water shall revert 
to the public, and may be again appropriated as provided in 
this title..." 
It is important to note from the language of the statute that 
forfeiture of any right to water in Utah is automatic ("the right 
shall cease") upon a showing of non-use for any five (5) year 
period. 
Plaintiffs have shown a period of non-use of Marie Pearson 
Dobbs1 purported one-fifth (1/5) interest in the Pearson Spring, 
both by her and her successors in interest, at least 21 years 
(from 1941 when Asael Buttars returned from his mission through 
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1962 after Rollers purchased the old Pearson property and later 
built their fish pond) (A. B. Tr. 73; E. K. Tr. 41, 44). These 21 
years constitute a period during which Asael Buttars and Verl 
Buxton were directly involved in the Town's affairs and were fully 
acquainted with the Pearsons and their successors, the Pearson 
property and the Pearson Spring. They testified that the only use 
made of the Pearson Spring water by Defendants and their 
predecessors was through the pipeline to the 3/4-inch tap. 
Defendants produced no evidence at trial to rebut the 
testimony of Mr. Buttars and Mr. Buxton. At best, they testified 
only to usage of the 3/4-inch tap and collecting sporadic rainfall 
down the hollow and some water from the old Butler Hollow springs. 
There was m) evidence that Marie Pearson Dobbs or the Rollers ever 
deliberately diverted any water from the Pearson Spring area for 
beneficial use on the old Pearson property or elsewhere. A period 
in excess of 21 years elapsed before the Defendants received their 
initial deed from Marie Pearson Dobbs, and the water rights 
Defendants now assert had long since been forfeited and become 
subject to appropriation. 
As pointed out by the Supreme Court in its 1967 holding in 
Baugh v. Criddle, 19 Utah 2d 361, 431 P.2d 790 (1967), citing 
2 Kinney, Irrigation and Water Rights, 2nd Ed., 1912, Section 
1120: 
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"These (forfeiture) statutes fixing the maximum time limit 
for the~~nonuser of a water right, where free From ambiguity 
should be strictly construed, and a case clearly made out 
before any relief should 5e extended to the delinquent 
thereunder. 
11
 ...and enforcement of the remedies provided should be 
construed as mandatory rather than optional/1 (Emphasis 
added.) At 791. 
The Court in Baugh v. Criddle further stated: 
"In this arid state, where water is the heartbeat of our 
economy, more and more it becomes quite obvious that 
development of water must require strict adherence to 
statutory sanctions, without delay or nonconformance 
thereto, ... It^ Hmust be a rare and highly equitable case that 
should justify a departure from tHis principle,..." 
(Emphasis added.) At 791-792. 
Baugh v. Criddle dealt with an 1860 deeded diligence claim to use 
water from the Logan River. Forfeiture of Baugh1s priority water 
right by the Court was upheld by the Supreme Court even though 
Baugh1s predecessors in interest were only six weeks late, after 
the running of the five-year forfeiture period, in making a proper 
filing with the State Engineer's office that beneficial use had 
been resumed in the last month of the five-year period. This same 
policy of strict construction of the five-year statutory period, 
which mandates an automatic forfeiture, should likewise be 
observed here (particularly in the absence of any evidence by 
Defendants justifying an equitable exception). As the Court 
indicated in Baugh, once water ceases to be used beneficially, the 
owner must either put the water back to some form of beneficial 
use within the five-year period or file a timely request for a 
five-year extension with statutory justification. Neither was 
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done in this case by either Marie Pearson Dobbs or the Rollers* 
In the case of Deseret Live Stock Co. v. Hooppiania, et al, 
66 Utah 25, 239 P. 479 (1925), the Supreme Court interpreted the 
statutory forerunner to Section 73-1-4, Utah Code Annotated (1953 
as amended) (a 7-year forfeiture statute) in the context of a 
pre-1903 diligence right. The Court mandated the forfeiture of a 
prior water right in certain creeks and streams due to the 
claimant's failure to use the same for the seven-year period. The 
Court carefully distinguished forfeiture from abandonment (which 
requires specific intent), observing: "The Legislature has 
provided that a failure to use water for seven years works a loss 
of the right of the former appropriator to its use, and leaves the 
water open to reappropriation." At 481. 
As the Court pointed out in its 1937 decision in Hammond v. 
Johnson, 94 Utah 20, 66 P.2d 894 (1937): "A forfeiture for a 
nonuser during the statutory time may occur despite the specific 
intent not to surrender the right. It is based, not upon an act 
done, or an intent had, but upon a failure to use the right for 
the statutory time." Quoting from 2 Kinney, Irrigation and Water 
Rights 2nd Ed.; Volume 2, § 1118, p. 2020, the Court stated: 
"...forfeiture ... is the involuntary or forced loss 
of the right, caused by the failure of the appropriator or 
owner to do or perform some act required by the statute. 
Forfeiture is a fpunishment annexed by law to some illegal 
act or negligence in the owner of lands, tenements, or 
hereditaments, whereby he loses all interest therein1." At 
900. 
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This, again, suggests strict construction of such a forfeiture 
statute. 
In their book, The Utah Law of Water Rights, 1965 Ed., Wells 
A. Hutchins and Dallin W. Jensen state: 
"It is provided by statute that on abandonment or cessation 
of use of water for a period of 5 years, the right shall 
cease and the water revert to the public subject to further 
appropriation, unless before expiration of the period the 
water right owner applies to the State Engineer for an 
extension of time for not exceeding 5 years, ... These 
provisions are applicable whether such unused or abandoned 
water is permitted to run to waste or is used by others 
without right. At 38. 
"...a forfeiture foe nonuser throughout the statutory time 
period may occur despite a specific intent not to surrender 
the right. Forfeiture is based, not on an act done or an 
intent had, but upon a failure to use the right for the 
statutory time. At 39. 
"An appropriator of spring water who fails to use his right 
for the five year period prescribed by the statute forfeits 
his right by this non use. This concept is based upon the 
physical non use of the water and does not require any intent 
on the part of the owner to forsake his right." At 92. 
The only use Defendants have claimed (and then only since 
1962) is to periodic and recent (in wet water years) overflow not 
collected by the Town in the Pearson Spring area. This overflow 
simply ran down Butler Hollow (its natural channel) and sometimes 
reached a fish pond built by Defendants. Defendants claim 
allowing the overflow water to run in its natural channel to the 
fish pond to be a beneficial use. Even if this is accepted as 
correct, the use of this water for a fish pond constitutes a new 
use contrary to the original use of the Pearson Spring water (i.e. 
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culinary and domestic uses and limited crop irrigation). As the 
Supreme Court has indicated in Rocky Ford Irr. Co. v. Kents Lake 
Reservoir Co., 104 Utah 216, 140 P.2d 638 (1943) it is unlawful, 
without getting the prior approval of the State Engineer, to 
change the nature of a use or the place of diversion of a prior 
water right. At no time during the course of the trial herein was 
any evidence introduced that Rollers had made any attempt to 
secure State Engineer approval of any change in the nature of the 
original use or the place of diversion of the Pearson Spring 
water. As the Court in the Rocky Ford case indicated, "Without 
first applying to the State Engineer in the manner herein 
provided, (the appropriator) shall obtain no right thereby and 
shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.11 At 639. 
Accordingly, the Court should declare that the original 
pre-1903 diligence right deeded to Marie Pearson Dobbs in 1937 was 
subsequently forfeited by non-use for one or more five-year 
periods and that such water has become part of the public domain 
until properly appropriated by one following the proper procedures 
specified by statute. 
POINT II. The absence of any beneficial 
use of Pearson Spring water (except the 
3/4-inch tap right) on the Pearson property 
by Mrs. Dobbs and her family prior to 1960 
means, as a matter of law, that any alleged 
one-fifth (1/5) interest in the Pearson 
Spring was no longer appurtenant to said 
property, thereby precluding any transfer 
of the alleged one-fifth (1/5) interest by 
Mrs. Dobbs1 1960 Deed to Defendants. 
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Asael Buttars and Verl Buxton testified that the only Pearson 
Spring water used on Dobbs1 property from 1938 through 1962 was 
water flowing through the old 3/4-inch tap line, and nothing else. 
The Warranty Deed from Dobbs to the Defendants, dated January 25, 
1960 (Add. - Exhibit 9), which conveys the old Pearson property 
"together with all water rights used thereon,11 could only convey 
such water rights as were appurtenant to the Pearson property at 
that time (i.e., "used thereon11). In this regard, Section 
73-1-11, Utah Code Annotated (1953 as amended), states the 
controlling principle: 
"A right to the use of water appurtenant to land shall pass 
to the grantee of such land, and, in cases where such right 
has been exercised in irrigating different parcels of land at 
different times, such right shall pass to the grantee of any 
parcel of land on which said right was exercised next 
preceding the time of the execution of any conveyance 
thereof;..." 
Section 73-1-11 has been interpreted by the Supreme Court in 
Stephens v. Burton, Utah, 546 P.2d 240 (1976), to mean that water 
"appurtenant to" a tract of land conveyed is water which is 
"beneficially used on the property prior to and at the time of the 
sale." The Court held that this same test should be used to 
determine the amount of water to which a successor in interest is 
entitled: 
"We believe and hold that the water appurtenant to the two 
tracts of land conveyed is the amount of water which was 
beneficially used thereon before and at the time of the 
sale. At 242. 
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Th e case is remanded to the trial court with directions to 
ascertain the amount of water last used upon the two parcels 
of land immediately prior to the sale and to award those 
amounts to the respective purchasers.11 At 242. 
This judicial conclusion echos the statutory provision of Section 
73-1-3, Utah Code Annotated (1953 as amended) regarding 
"beneficial use11: "Beneficial use shall be the basis, the measure 
and the limit of all rights to the use of water in this state.11 
In Cortella v. Salt Lake City, 93 Utah 236, 72 P.2d 630 (1937), 
the Court reiterated this basic principle when it held that, 
"Before Cortella can rely on ownership of a water right as an 
appurtenance to his land, he must first show that such right was 
an appurtenance, one essential of which is that the water right 
was in fact used upon said land." At 640. 
As set forth in Summary of Utah Real Property Law, Brigham 
Young University Legal Studies, Volume 2, Section 14.8,: 
"The amount of water which is appurtenant to any particular 
tract of land is the amount which was beneficially used upon 
the land immediately prior to the conveyance. Where 
appurtenant water rights have been exercised in irrigating 
different parcels of land at different times prior to the 
conveyance of one parcel only, the amount of water which was 
used on that particular tract during the time immediately 
preceding the execution of the conveyance will be deemed 
appurtenant to the land and passed to the grantee." At 619. 
As has been pointed out above, neither Defendants nor their 
predecessors ever made a deliberate diversion of the water from 
Pearson Spring for a beneficial usage on the Lars Pearson 
property. In this regard, Hutchins and Jensen, in their treatise, 
The Utah Law of Water Rights, state: "Actual diversion of the 
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water to which an appropriative right attaches is necessary to 
acquisition and exercise of such right.11 At 48. Where one makes 
no diversion of the waters of a creek for watering livestock, for 
example, and without any diversion merely permits his animals to 
drink directly from the creek, he has no right to or possession of 
the use of the water. There has to be an actual diversion of the 
water from its natural channel. See Bountiful City v. De Luca, 
77 Utah 107, 292 P. 194 (1930); Duchesne County v. Humpherys, 106 
Utah 332, 148 P.2d 338 (1944). 
The only water to come down Butler Hollow from the Pearson 
Spring was infrequent run-off from that area (after 1962) which 
was not efficiently collected by the Town and simply came down 
into the natural channel of Butler Hollow by gravity flow, not by 
any diversion by Defendants or their successors of a purported 1/5 
interest in the Spring. The only beneficial use of such excess 
water from the Pearson Spring area (as distinguished from the 
Butler Hollow Springs which occasionally flowed before 1962) came 
after the earthquake in 1962 and added to whatever rainwater was 
collected in the Rollers' fish pond. Even then, the dam was not 
installed until after 1962 and put the water to quite a different 
use than originally contemplated in 1937. 
As a matter of law, then, there were no water rights 
appurtenant to the land sold to the Defendants in 1960 by Marie 
Dobbs (except for the 3/4-inch tap to the old Lars Pearson home) 
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because no other water from the Pearson Spring had been put to 
beneficial use on the Pearson property at the time of or 
immediately prior to the 1960 conveyance. 
POINT III. The Defendants are equitably 
estopped from claiming the alleged 
one-fifth (1/5) interest of Marie Pearson 
Dobbs by virtue of their and their 
predecessors' acquiescence for more than 
40 years to Cornish Town's use of all of 
the Pearson Spring water and the Town's 
construction and ongoing maintenance, repair 
and development of its municipal waterworks 
for that period of time. 
Cornish Town never received any notice from Defendants or 
their predecessors as to any rights to an alleged one-fifth (1/5) 
interest in the Pearson Spring until this lawsuit. Prior to that 
assertion, the Town had constructed its waterworks from the 
Pearson Spring, diverted the entire flow of the Pearson Spring 
(until recent years, when its collection system, in need of 
significant repair, was not as efficient in collecting all the 
water), had maintained and repaired the same, (A. B. Tr. 52) and 
had installed a second reservoir, chlorinator station and pump 
house. All these actions were taken by Cornish on the assumption, 
never contradicted by Rollers or their predecessors until 1979, 
that the Town owned the entire flow of the Spring (i.e., whatever 
they could collect from the Pearson Spring area). 
It is the law of this state that where one party, with the 
knowledge and consent of the original owner of certain water 
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rights, expends time and money in developing certain water rights, 
believing he is entitled to use the same, that party thereby 
acquires a right to such water; and, further, that where one 
stands by and watches another party spend time and money in the 
construction and maintenance of a water source, and in making 
improvements to the same, with the understanding that that party 
believes he has a right to use the waters flowing therefrom, the 
original owner will be estopped to later deny such a right. This 
principle was first enunciated by the Supreme Court in Lehi 
Irrigation Co. v. Moyle, 4 Utah 327, 9 P. 867 (1886). That case 
concerned water from an irrigation ditch which private parties 
worked on by way of widening, repairing and maintaining the same 
and used for a substantial period of years. The owner of the 
ditch never objected to the appropriators' development and 
maintenance of the ditch and ditch water, and after that had gone 
on for some years, the Court would not allow the original owner to 
come forward belatedly and deny them the use of the ditch and 
ditch water. The Court held that, "Such owner is estopped by his 
course of conduct from denying such parties the use of the water 
and the ditch as they had become accustomed to use the same by 
such tacit consent of the owner." At 877. 
In a subsequent case, City of Springville v. Fullmer, 7 Utah 
450, 27 P. 577 (1891), the Court reached a similar conclusion 
where six individuals, who in 1862 had appropriated waters from 
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Sage Creek and Fullmer Springs, consented to the City of 
Springville taking control of the springs in 1876 and distributing 
such waters to its townspeople (including the original 
appropriators) , despite the absence of any actual conveyance of 
all or any portion of said water to the Town. The Court 
concluded: 
"Such appropriators and owners have not objected, and, after 
such consent and acquiescence as is shown by this record, 
their objections, if made, would not be heard. During such 
consent and acquiescence property must have been acquired and 
improved with respect to the right to use the waters in 
dispute as distributed by the City, and to deprive them of 
such use would be inequitable." At 578. 
The Court even went so far as to say that "...it was not only the 
right, but the duty, of the city to employ such remedies as the 
law or the rules of equity authorized to defend and maintain such 
right to control the use of such waters by the people." At 578. 
(Emphasis added.) The Town of Cornish asserts the same position 
in this case. 
In the context of this equitable estoppel which arises by 
virtue of Dobbs' and the Rollers' acquiescence to the Town's full 
use of the Pearson Spring water for more than 40 years, the 
Plaintiff would draw the Court's attention to the doctrine of 
"practical construction," as it relates to the interpretation to 
be given the parties' respective deeded rights to the Pearson 
Spring in light of their conduct over said 40-year period. In the 
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case of Orderville Irrigation Co, v. Glendale Irrigation Co. , 17 
Utah 2d 282, 409 P 2d 616 (1965), the Court stated: 
"It is generally held that the interpretation and application 
that the parties adopt and abide by is some evidence of their 
intent. This is especially so if it is acquiesced in for a 
long period of time, and it should not be changed by the 
parties or by the courts except for cogent and persuasive 
reasons." At 619-620. 
Given the consistent acquiescence over 40 years by Lars Pearson 
a i: id 1 :i I s s i i c c e s s o r s I: :: 1:1 :i e To w i: :i 3 i i •> e o i: a ] 1 t: 1 i e P - ? * ; 
water ( e x c e p t t h ^ t ip :
 t i*:it , u->\:<\\ ' ) r , t e s n n g the Town ' s r jghL . J 
c o l l e c t *l *- vM4 is
 : *-.* * r-< >r« t .> P ? . j r s >n S p r i n g ar ?*? 'r^ -m 
* \ 
a c q u i e s c e n c e „ ; " , t s e x t e n d i 1 J? ^ o t r^-iy- r 4 nooey » c o n s t r u c t 
t h e P e a r s o n S , :n , , - i w r (•»• *or ki if -* * * i n p r o v e \^ ] m a i n t a i n r h e <; 3-ne 
ove r :e y- j -
e s t o p thee D e f e n d a n t s 1 : - n i ->w b"A i f e d l * a i i ^ m g i o n e - f i f t n ; . 
m t e t e s t t h e r e i n . 
SECOND ISSUE: 
D I D T H E T R I A L C 0 U R T E R R IN FAILING 
TO FURTHER CLARIFY THE RESPECTIVE 
SEASONAL WATER RIGHTS OF THE PARTIES 
PURSUANT TO THE UNCONTRADICTED TESTIMONY 
OF THE STATE ENGINEER? 
r^*- i ^ - j i - • a r f c i e ^ 1 r ^ sp t -c - ,Vv s e a s o n a l r\/nt^ 
i - * * 
ai * ) t f e r ^ v i h / : •- P l - j i iU i 1 ! m d i n g s 
C o n c l u s i o n s v . ^aw p L j p o s e d S e p t e m b e r ^L, ~JZ^. l^dinii^ „ - 0 „ 
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the Court to adopt these Findings in order to clarify not only the 
parties1 respective entitlements in and to the Pearson Spring 
water, but also their respective priority dates. The testimony of 
Dee Hansen is particularly helpful inasmuch as his testimony was 
intended to clarify any prior misconceptions regarding prior 
decisions by the State Engineer and the so-called Kimball Decree. 
The Findings proposed by Plaintiff clarified the seasonal 
irrigation and non-irrigation rights of the parties, subject to 
the Court's then-pending decision as to whether Mrs. Dobbs owned a 
one-fifth (1/5) interest in the Pearson Spring. Plaintiff's 
proposed Findings, rejected by the Court, included the following: 
"13. The Court finds that Cornish acquired four-fifths 
(4/5) of the water flowing from the Pearson Spring in 1938 by 
virtue of Exhibit "8", which deeded water right pertains to 
the summer-irrigation season only (April 1 through September 
30) and is a diligence right with a priority date predating 
1903. 
"14. The Court finds that Emma Marie Pearson Dobbs 
reserved her right to one-fifth (1/5) of the water flowing 
from the Pearson Spring by virtue of her deeded right under 
Exhibit "7" and by virtue of her failure to execute Exhibit 
"8", which one-fifth (1/5) right is also limited to the 
summer-irrigation season (from April 1 through September 30) 
and is also a diligence right with a pre-1903 priority date, 
and which right is independent of the three-quarter inch 
(3/4") tap reservation for culinary-domestic purposes 
contained in Exhibit "8". 
"15. That all of the summer-irrigation season water 
originating within, flowing from and collectable within the 
Pearson Spring area has been deeded to and fully 
"appropriated" by the parties hereto. 
"16. That with respect to the winter or non-irrigation 
season (October 1 through March 31), Defendants have no water 
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rights, deeded or appropriated, in and to the Pearson Spring, 
except for the aforesaid three-quarter inch (3/4") tap 
reservation for culinary-domestic uses, which the Court finds 
to be a yea r - r ouml ent i I: lement. 
1
' 17. I hat under Ex hibi t ' ' i 3'" PIa i nti ff has du1y 
appropriated, subject to the afore-referenced three-quarter 
inch (3/411) tap reservation, a priority right to the full use 
(5/5) of the first .056 c.f.s. of water flowing from the 
Pearson Sp rin g d uri ng the non-i rri g a t ion season, wh i c h wat er 
right has a 1938 pr ior i t y dal:e .'f 
I,i :i a subsequent Mot ion and at a 1 ater ru?ar T'w
 t PI a i nt i r f 
proposed an additional finding to further clarify .-tie parties* 
r ights: 
'' Th a t P1a i n11 f f , by virtu e of i ts 1938 year -r ou nd 
appropriation of .056 c.f.s. of water flowing from the 
Pearson Spring under Exhibit "13", also has, in addition to 
its deeded diligence rights from the Lars Pearson family, an 
additional .056 c.f.s. of flow from the Pearson Spring during 
the summer-irrigation season, if and when such additional 
flow is available, subject only to the prior diligence rights 
now he! d by the Town of Cornish and the Rol 1 ers." 
support of these six findings proposed hv -Main:iff i • 
rejected by the Trial Court, Plaint*'! vo •' •* Hr-av r v? '^u^'s 
attention to t:I :t = • I:o 1 1 owing excerpt . J - i J< 
Hansen's test i mo n y on F e b ru a ry 17, 1983: 
\ J 1i t! i respect to 1:1 i 3 State !!v ^? < • -; re-js.^ns 'UL m a 
r ec e r „> j e c t: i :: • i: i l ' < -c c t i i s 1 i r o w• :i! s #aI: < ; > * 4 : 
- 'Th^r the source of supple vas fully appropriated ,ff 
( > 
2 Referring to the purpose of Cornish Town's .1 939 
Certificate ot A:\*v ^)'* i •?'• i-v ^<^^h^- •:<• 
A. "And they were deeded Pearson Spring or whatever 
interest they deeded to them. i think that what they were 
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attempting to do by making the filing in f37 or '38, whenever 
it was, they were attempting to establish the use to the 
water through the period of the year that they did not get by 
the purchase from Lars Pearson, wFich Lars Pearson ~fTad 
established an irrigation credit. So that irrigation period 
would only have been from perhaps April 1 to October 31. 
111 think they were filing to cover the remainder of the 
year, and in fact just left it at the full year, since IF 
made little difference. If the water was available, they 
could pick up more water in the summer^ But I think that Is 
what they were attempting to"do." (D« H. Tr. 9) (emphasis 
added) 
3. With respect to the priority dates of the Town's deeded 
rights and its 1938 appropriation (Exhibit ,f13") : 
Q. Okay. I guess what I'm getting at then is any 
rights that the Town of Cornish got by way of that deed by 
acquiring the Pearson diligence right would, therefore, 
necessarily have their priority date prior to 1903; is that 
right? 
A. Whatever the date Lars Pearson established the use, 
right. 
Q. Then the state engineer takes the position, does it 
not, that those rights at that time do necessarily have a 
pre-1903 priority right? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. And so it would be appropriate for this Court in 
connection with these proceedings to amend the error 
pertaining to the town's 0.56 appropriation with respect to 
the 1938 priority date that is listed thereon to a pre-1903 
priority date; is that correct? 
A. Or add an additional claim to cover the diligence 
use. For the priority prior to 1903. 
Q. Okay. But in any event all water which the Town of 
Cornish enjoys through the Pearson deed has a priority date 
before 1903; is that correct? 
A. Yes. (D. H. Tr. 10) (emphasis added) 
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U 's i certificate of 37propria*
 :on on the 
ap|)l i ;.-r , '"* -* i - sh Town. 
Q. v" - , . dated? 
A. ic
 llCio ,. priority dj;. ? : March 9, 1.938, The 
certificate is dated the 27rh day of November, 1939. 
(D. H. Tr, 11) 
• 'i \ J i t: 1 i r e s p e c t to the irrigation/no n - i r r i gat ion season 
distinction: 
Q. Wh a t e v e r the Pearsons had, w i I: I i 11 i e exception o £ 
Marie Dobbs1 right, was conveyed — which was a diligence right 
- was conveyed to the town of Cornish; is that right? 
k. 'i es, bi it the only thing that the Pearson estate 
could convey is what they had, and the measure and limit of 
the water right is the beneficial use, Lars Pearson had 
established an irrigation right so the only thing that the 
estate could convey is what they in fact, had, that was the 
summer period. 
Okay. 
A . I ncit a> wiij i think the Town filed the Ap p 1 i c a t i o n t o 
Appropriate _to cover tfi"iT~bther. The remainder of the year, 
appreciate thai > ar i f J :at i o-^  . 
x
~ l can comment ,^ ^ K - * J .. <*,,.., t, ^ 
•
 !W)ubl j but since there is no other wiiter filings, r-*ar 
wiine - filing is probably the first filing on record. I mean 
it is a priority right because there were no other uses for 
that winter water. At least in that immediate vicinity. 
(D. M. ~ I ? - l ^ (emphasis added) 
Or i Re-"1 --• » Hansen reiterateo anj . Mrified hi^; ji * 
si: ate ill 
JI the diligence claim of which she would have 
one-fifth (1/5) and which she would [pass] to the Rollers if 
she did wo^jld have been for the irrigation season, one-fifth 
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(1/5) of that right plus this residiual right maybe to a 
house and some stock during the winter months? 
A. Right, 
Q. No more? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. Because she didnft have any more to convey? 
A. That's true. (D. H. Tr. 30-31) (emphasis added) 
A. Yes. The thing we 
covering the summer period 
Lars Pearson estate. See 
filed to appropriate 
TEl 
don't have is the diligence claim 
that I think they got from the 
, this is the application [the Town] 
It's year round, and I think it was 
eriod, but it was 
^'additional ?r imar ily iled For to tfie" cover "whole non-irrigation £< in the event th year ere was 
couI3 
the Pearsons 
pick" addition to 
Hi Trl TT) 
water in the spring, they i t 
they purchased From 
(emphasis aaded) 
up in 
what 
Q. Did that application state a time period which would 
be characterized as a winter period? 
A. No, it didn't. It covered year round. 
Q. And so shouldn't the presumption be that since it 
stated a year-round period it was claiming water year-round, 
meaning that it was covering not only the period which they 
didn't have, but an additional appropriation on what they 
previously had? Would that be the fair presumption? 
A"! I think that's exactly it. 
Because their application stated the whole year. 
Yes. 
So it would be a .056 appropriation for the whole 
year on top of whatever ttTey already had? 
Yes. (D. H. Tr. 32-33) (emphasis added) 
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On Recross, Mr. Hansen attempted * > cl-*? ;ry I ? * 
Defendants t o n o y rh>Sf rights wh;-:: Defendants in ^  their 
p t: e d e c e s s • * s p e c t t .- Lne Pearson Spring year 
round: 
Q. Okay, what rights as a resul t of this whole mess — 
you know, I don't want to know back and beyond. What rights 
now does Cornish have in that spring as far as a cubic second 
foot flow? 
A. 1 think that they first pur ...nased tour-iifLhs -. < 
interest in the Lars Pearson Spring or Pearson Springs, 
Q. ' 
A So they have that. Then in 1938, since that only 
covered the summer period, April 1 through October 31, they 
didn ft have the winter use of that spring because Lars 
Pearson had n e v e r established win t e r u s e t • i> t h a t s p r i n g , 
x. Okay. 
A. So then they tiled u.,r 1 . a .on cxnibi- i >' i n y ^ s : , 
Application to Appropriate. They probably-~and 1 n ju*-* 
guessing what they did — they said, "Well, we've got to file 
from November 1 through March 31, but it will do no harm to 
file for the full year11 and if there is water available in 
the summer, subject to prior rights, part o f tEem still Tjemg' 
detained by Evan, then they had1 the"~rlght to take more flow? 
But it Is" subject to prior rights. 
0. ' . 
So they have those two rights. They have the summer 
use, the four-fifths (4/5) interest, pTus they have the 
application to appropriate should there Be water available to 
fulfill TIT. In the winter wHen there was no irrigation 
r i g h t , then the appTTcTtion to appropriate carries the full 
load for the .056. 
Q. . . . I s i t fifty-six plus 11 i. e L a r s Pears o n or 
- -si x 1 i c 1 i i :1 es 11 le I ,ars Pearson? 
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A. No, it's plus, if its available. 
Q. All right. There is the total. This is summer and 
this is winter? (drawing on the blackboard) . So they have 
four-fifths (4/5) of the summer? 
A. Right. 
Q. And of the winter they have five-fifths. Now where 
does this household domestic use come in? 
A. You can't say that really. What they have in the 
winter is an allocation to appropriate subject to prior 
rights. The only prior right is the domestic use of Lars 
Pearson. 
. . . 
Q. Yes, Yes, it is. All right, let's take two 
instances then. In the summer under your interpretation of 
the thing Evan Koller has a three-quarter inch tap--
A. Which I think satisfies whatever culinary interests 
were retained Sy the Pearson estate. 
Q. Okay. Three-quarter inch tap plus a one-fifth; is 
that correct? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And then the one-fifth is for summer water? 
A. Yes, because I think the three-quarter inch tap 
covers the winter. 
Q. In the summer. In the winter he has what rights 
under your understanding? 
A. In the winter? 
Q. Yes, sir. 
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These excerpts from the testimony of lee Hansen, particularly 
his : 1 nr i r leaf Inns under recross examination >- Rollers 1 
COUns - . • r * ] "'" ' • n ^ : . « . - • 
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only water rights w^  : i N I ^  < p e i r s o n a ° d >'»<- f * m l y ^ a d r c o n v e y 
were t h o s e w' . - . - < 
Pearson Spring use i f >* ; r ; ^ d i ; , n a n i M m e s t i : ; u r p o s e * - i o ' . J; 
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w i n t e r / n o n - i n : i g a t i on s e a s o n «. VA > 
t a p " r e s e r v a t i o n conr i ' ^ u i * * ^ *.• - r ) u.« T t v : 
C o r n i s h ) , The Town UJ, ^otm^ i'q - P e a r s o n s 5 
pre-"1 903 ci i 1 ig-ence r i g h t in ^. ar t -. * 
season by Deed, Shortly r' eirafter. i i .;,]--^d \ \>eji -rou^-i 
appropriation of : ^ ' *• w:: * ,P '. - ' *'-* erMfi-rat-* 'f 
Appropriation (Add . , i 
priority appropriat , > • *. » .-^  - nl M ' n.vi- i: i i -, *: i.r. season 
watei: 2xcept 11 ic * : i *v* - < v ^eserrjt io * - ^ 
Pearson homestead,
 L, t - s. u : i iMiai *,, p * ;pi ii LO-
o n t: h e s umme r - i r ; i
 ri a t > -, s e 3 ->, >. i t i • w * » * * ? e a r s o Spring* 
i • . 1 i u , • * * . . •
 L i i e | - . j • - ,m . r iv r ' i r s 
d e e d e d . , «- , . n - . s 1 . x-. " r e s e r v ; ; •_ - • r ^
 f; , , J 
t c 1:1 e D e f e n d a n t s ) . M-;C 1 us ion . s s h o u l d " : * r m a l i ^ e d 
a d o p t i c - •" f Lne b a i 1 : n i ; ^r I > K »i - l a i o t i f f diiu i i i p ' ^ - ; i 
t h e T r i a I Court- , r i * . i -
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XI. CONCLUSION 
The Plaintiff contends that a clear reading of the statutes 
and case law applicable to the issue of the Defendants1 alleged 
one-fifth (1/5) interest in the Pearson Spring via Marie Pearson 
Dobbs, when set against the evidence actually received at trial, 
clearly mandates either the forfeiture of this one-fifth (1/5) 
interest to the public domain or the equitable acquisition of the 
same by Cornish Town. The Court should reverse the Trial Court on 
this key isue and may reach this result either (1) by finding a 
statutory forfeiture by virtue of a five-year period of non-use by 
Rollers and/or their predecessors since 1939; or (2) by finding 
that the absence of any beneficial use of water from the Pearson 
Spring on the Pearson property (other than the 3/4-inch tap) at or 
immediately prior to the conveyance of the 1960 deed from Marie 
Pearson Dobbs to the Defendants necessarily renders the subject 
water rights non-appurtenant to the subject property; or (3) by 
concluding that a 40-year period of acquiescence by the Defendants 
and their predecessors in interest, coupled with the Town's 
expenditure of time, money and effort to improve and maintain its 
water works, estops the Defendants from now belatedly asserting an 
alleged right to the detriment of the municipality's water 
delivery system. Any one of these three arguments is sufficient 
to defeat the Defendants' claim to a current right to the original 
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one-fifth (l'S) interest allegedly reserved by Marie Pearson Dobbs 
in J 
, , it 11: i f I: I: i 11:11 :i e i: c o i 11: • 21 I d s t h a t a i • 2 r I e w • :> f t:! i e t e s t i m o n y 
•- 'k^:e Eng ineec , Dee Hansen, wh ich was not contrad ic t ed by 
t h e Defendant--, s e t ^ '"-.•: h <->v ?v i l c I ar t - i c a t ions >i ' ^ e p a r r i e s ' 
< i . ' i >. -j ; j i s 
f i n d i n g s so as \ ; ivo ; * : j .jrf» -r )blems o- L - s p u t e - . Speci f i-
,n
 a 1 T ' T~u s ^Vi*r' ":"* v " * * *v°rse hV* T ' i a ' r • .* " iv>r ; *-*, r e i e e L i o n 
Of i . * J ^ r1 "! . i! =. « ) f 
^icJ", C o n c l i ^ o n < oi . j ^
 ( n : ;udgment and Decree be confornied to 
cne f i n d i n g ^ r o f f s r r i { ^v p L d i n c i [ L , and, if the Court r e v e r s e s 
nn r h P - • * s ntjr ed one- f i i: t: h (11 '" 5) i n t e r e s t , 
establishing U ) :.nu -lon^i T<) -.% E J i s e n t i 1 1 e d t :> f i v e - f i f t h s 
(5/5; of the* Pearson Spr'nz water in the summer/ irrigat ion. season 
(a nrp- , •* i - i p; e n e e . ;:. c n u n 1 pd w i t h an add it i o n a 1 0 5 6 • :::f s 
l in ing the s ummer -no n r h ^ . r ^ ] 9 3 9 a p p r o p r i a t i o n) , i f 
i M - • i <j n a 1 w a t e L i.- n* a i 1 a b I e duc i - i i t h o s e mo a t h s ; (2) that, 11 i e 
•s i: ,is: ^an ts a r e ent . . • vear-rour . . . t: :» t h e i r 3/ 4- inch t a p for 
\ , domes t ic nui s: ockwarei 1 ng p,1 ' • isos ( a p re -1903 
i . Licence r"ig^" f 1 • 'K ' ' i ti s ' i re^pe %t : •> rhe win te r /non-
sea * i 
Pearson Spring flow (- . * - :**< a p p r ^ r iav in r . l e s s the >-q-m._h 
c a l mary-domesL io ud^ r e s e t t e d lo r tl le Pe a r s ons and t h e i r 
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successors for culinary, domestic and stockwatering purposes. 
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED on this 28th day of March, 1985. 
OLSON & HOGGAN 
By /f^4^^^/Z ^^ 
William L. Fillmore 
Attorneys for Plaintiff/ 
Respondent/Cross-Appellant 
Cornish Town 
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Utah, 84321. 
Fifteen (15) copies of the above and foregoing Brief of 
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Supreme Court of the State of Utah, on this 28th day of March, 
1985. 
Miles P. 
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1 ADDENDUM M 
George W. Preston 
HARRIS, PRESTON, GUTKE & CHAMBERS 
Attorneys for Defendants 
31 Federal Avenue 
Logan, Utah 84321 
Telephone: (801) 752-3551 
A" 
IN THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF CACHE 
STATE OF UTAH 
CORNISH TOWN, A Utah Municipal 
Corporation 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
EVAN 0. ROLLER and MARLENE B. 
ROLLER, husband and wife 
! Defendants. 
* 
FINDINGS OF 
AND 
CONCLUSIONS 
Civil No. 
COUNTY 
FACT 
OF LAW 
18267 
THIS matter came on before the Court sitting without a jury 
on the 16th day of February, 1983, and continuing thereafter to 
February 17, and 18, 1983, Plaintiff appearing by and through 
their counsel, William L. Fillmore of the firm of OLSON, HOGGAN & 
SORENSON, Logan, Utah; and the Defendants appearing in person and 
being represented bv their attornev, George W. Preston of the firm 
of HARRIS, PRESTON, GUTRE & CHAMBERS, Logan, Utah; and the Court 
having heard the evidence in the above entitled matter and having 
taken the above entitled matter into consideration and having 
heretofore announced part of its decision from the bench and 
having thereafter filed a Memorandum Decision and being fully 
advised in the premises now makes and enters the following: ^ ^^ 
Kjmoer - f - ^ - 7 : gO 
BOOK ( UUD PAGE8&2 
FINDINGS OF FACT 
1, The Plaintiff is the owner and operator of a culinary 
w a i f« i' ' i t i iii f i I T M j i ' H I ' I I , ,  11 nit I ( 11 ni I 111 i"i a J i d 
d e l i v e r y ot c u l i n a r y wa te r for and t o t h p I n h a b i t a n t s ot" th*1 Town 
of Cor - - - in C.JLII#JI C o u n t y , Utah. 
2 mi i i i in i in in in in in i J I * 11 i in in in |lii ' Hi1- nt.M P i D d t t P i dpi j ned 
i n and 1 ' */o s r r m g s commonly knowr i s *-? <* P e a r s o n S p r i n g and t h e 
G r i f f i t h .Qr^ " -•* P l a i n t i f f ' s - r ^ ~ v - ^vbtem is situated on 
and attjt . * d n p s r p i p e s and 
c a t c h b a s i c s c a r " . - -.*t*-r fro'T * a ; •• * .; ,uo? *• ? t h e P l a i n t i f f s 
r e s e r v o i r - - q * : r t i t r r . e n t t a c i i i 4 i * 
3 T! le D e f e n d a n t s a r e t h e owners- of r e a l p r o p e r t y 
s u r r o u n d i n q t h e P e a r s o n S o r i nq i n S e c t i o n 7 and ] 7 Towns h i n 14 | i 
:! N o r t: I :i,, I <: a i i 2 ] \ »"' e s t <:>J: t: h e S a 1 1: I »a k a B a s e a n d M e 1: i d i a 1 1 a 1 1 • :i 1: r e -
! J 
i; s e n t 1 v 1: e c e i v e w a t e r f o r c 1 31 i n a r v a n d d o m e s t i c o 11 r p o s e s a t t h e I r 
\\ 
i| home t h r o u q h a p r i v a t e w a t e r 1 i ne which I s connected to the 
; i 
: • P ' - ; -1 * * t! , , t ::: a 1:1: i • 2 1 ; a t 51: f: : : 1 1 1 t ! 1 e P e a r s o r 1 S D I: i 1 :t < ? t o t h e ! 
P l a i n t i f f ' s r e s e r v o I r and t r e a t m e n t I:aci ] i t i e s . 
•' o f C a c h ^ Ct , : e a r s o n , .ar^: 
i 
v 1 - c u r d e r j 
1 
P e a r s o n , l a n y r ' 1 . i 
j jppa r . c or . , Pr i r "^l r> ' >rar c>on, Wes lev P^a r r>o f * -\wr f'< r- P e a r s o n , c o n -
V f 3 n f e r e p t con-
ji sistinq of 4, 5 interest as follows: 
K I S . I ' R F S T O N . 
;K & CIIAMHI-KS 
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1 j
 A r £ g h t _ 0 £ _ w a y ^  Q |: 1 n g r e s s a n ^ e g r e s s ^  including 
•t! easement for trave 1, and the right to construct, 
1 operate and m a i n t ai n wa t e r pi pe 1 3 ne s w i t h a 1 ] 
501 > • 1 Ji JO P A G l S ^ J 
IAKKIS FKFSTO.S. 
L ' l k f & CHAMBI KS 
kTTOHNEYS AT LAW 
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fnONf 'HOD 7MJ6&1 
accessories thereto, over the following described 
land, to-wit: 
Commencing at the East quarter corner of Section 17, 
in Township 14 North of Ranb3 One (1) West of the 
Salt Lake Base and Meridian and running thence West 
160 rods; thence North 20 feet; thence East 160 rods; 
thence South 20 feet to the place of beginning. 
Also, all the right, title and interest of the grantors 
in all water and water rights in and to one certain 
unnamed spring which arises at a point 800 feet South 
and 600 feet East of the Northwest corner of the 
North west quarter of the Southwest quarter cf Section 
8, Township 14 North of Ranqe One West of the Salt Lake 
Meridian, which said water is now being used and has 
been used for more than forty years on West half of the 
Southeast quarter of Section 8, Township 14 North of Range 
One West of the Salt Lake Meridian. 
Together with a right of wav over the land of the qrantors 
including an easement for travel and the right to construct, 
operate and maintain water pipe lines with all accessories 
thereto, to carrv said water from spring to reservoir over 
the land described as follows: 
A 20 foot riant of way over the Southeast quarter of 
Section 8, and the Northeast quarter of Section 17, 
Township 14 North, Ranqe One West of the Salt Lake Base 
and Meridian. 
Grantors reserve the right to.use water for human drinking 
and stockwaterinq purposes. This use to be confined to a 
water flow throuah a 3/4" tap, and grantee acrees to pipe 
the said water to the home of Lars Pearson for culinary 
and domestic purposes. All water to be measured through 
a culinafv meter. 
•j 5. Defendant's Predecessor in interest reserved the right to 
I'use water for human drinking and stock watering purposes. This 
jjuse to be confined to a water flow through a 3/4 inch tap and 
!i 
;| Grantees (Cornish) agreed to pipe the said water to the home of 
Lars Pearson, Defendant's predecessort for culinary and domestic 
purposes. All water to be measured through a culinary water 
meter. The tap is situated approximately 50 feet West of the 
I; BOOK (Job pivRyd 
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tOfHAi. A V f N l * 
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Defendants * residence. 
I In ! I • : '.,•--
interest of Em-, -oarsrr. Lar^ w. p^rio-, Gladys v- earson, 
Randolph Pearson, Wesley Pearson and !.^ i^n^ i^ir-o 
relates ! • I .1 :i hp n<?pd .r^r. ;;.t 
7, "That: Emma Marie Pearson Dobbs, t*ie ov-er cf -v. divided 
one-fifth I nteres* • ' ie : ' r - ^ --*' ^ " f 
.. v i»-, -;on, - f-v ,uch 
water r:o r: r en - : « .21 : roportv t tv •» Dr-fprvlant r, hpr^ir. -c -ot 
i p ••"* * - *- r- -
l! 
|r 
: ' - . . . : , . - :-KI 350208. 
{'• 8 '' -.e Fia?ntiff ha- alleqeo, - . r-- c o m p l a i n t , that 
i i 
ilpiaintitl r - - - * 
•CM*,*' 
1 n: 
^ fr •ose 
f
 or * h - h*"1 f'e . 
t-r^ t- ^l^inr- t f'o o^iclrnrr h"." f-.ilec to 
L :;,*• d ?cce?s to 
r
- ^e-jr'.on Snrinc tor *** %rescriotv jr neriod of 
-n*--o r .:ht-"4*«- -v -. *< r^ir * t'jt se". * -
: l *• r - w ^ ' *-. t »-
p*-n con* tructw" -nr 'i>a i M a m e - : • :;he 
:. Defendant..0 ,v.o t ^  -' t tnr- ~* ' ~:2 nt: f f ' ' "^ of said road v :>een oer-
j mi ,: (; i ui \ . i" i q 111 „ 
•! 
'i 
h 9 f rn 
ji 
" t h e rt - . v *': • ^ 
;; t ime , *-\ ~*rr t "<"-! 
:Pearson Snr i 
paraqrpr:" *4 
i 
v relate tv ml 
-wavs of the nati ire,- and to the extent and degree 
| a s s e t f o r t h her* ' i n . 
<• i r i " """' 
; » I /u< J '/ . U w L U 
12. The Court herebv finds that the riqht-of-ways as 
herein set forth to the Griffiths Spring are valid and subsisting 
right-of-ways as set forth as defined and limited therein. 
Water Rights 
Pearson Spring 
13. The Court finds from the testimony of the witnesses that 
Cornish Town has not be reason of the nature of its improvements 
in the Pearson Spring Basin area, effectively controlled and 
appropriated all of the water coming from the Pearson Spring area. 
14. The Pearson Spring water flowing down Butler Hollow has 
been beneficially used by the Pearsons and their successors the 
I Rollers. 
II 
15. That Plaintiff's evidence has failed to show a five-year 
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I period of non-use from the Pearson Spring. 
j i 
jl 16. That the Defendants are the owners of 1/5 interest in thej 
jl Pearson Sorinq to cover the irrigation period from April 1st to 
!•' 
jj September 30th, toqether with year round stock watering .rights as 
jl 
il set forth in the Kimball Decree under filing no. 6719. 
!» 
f l 
j! 17. That Defendants have the right to have their share of 
water from Pearson Sprinq flow into Butler Hollow during the irri-
gation period as described above and for stock watering. 
18. That the Defendants are the owners of the rights to culi-j 
ij nary water from the Pearson Spring as set forth in the quit claim 
deed from Emma Pearson, et al, dated March 2, 1938. By reason 
jj thereof the Defendants are not an appropriator of the water and Defendan s1 rights are fixed by the g ant in the deed to Emm  
SMk' 0l3D P^R^fi 
<KIS PMtSION 
Kk ACHAMBtK* 
OBNEYS AT LAW 
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earson, et al and her successors in interest to an amount of 
water necessary for drinking, stock watering purposes, culinary 
and domestic purposes to inrlude plants, shrubs, lawn, stock as 
used in a rural setting excluding the filling of a fish pond and 
crop land irrigation and related uses. 
19. That said use is not restricted by gallons per minute, 
but- by the beneficial use of the water. 
20. The Court finds that the Defendants are entitled to 
receive the water but that Defendants are not entitled to say 
'(where thev receive it from, and that the source is not restricted 
;i 
j'solely to the Pearson Spring. The Court finds that the Plaintiff 
is entitled to determine where the union with the Cornish line 
'will be located and shall thereafter provide and pipe through a 
i 
3/4 inch tap to the home of the Defendants, culinary water as set 
jforth in the deed. 
'<5 21. The Court finds that the Pearson Soring water supply is 
II 
inot one single soring, but may be composed of several springs. 
i 
22. Th3t Defendants' Counterclaim for damages for the 
i 
• installation of a pipeline is hereby denied. 
Griffiths Sorinq 
23. That on the 23rd dav of Auqust, 1938, by a judgment and 
'! 
•i final order of condemnation the town of Cornish became the owner 
!; 
'fof the followij^q land, right-of-ways and water rights and right-
i; 
I of-ways as evidenced by a judgment and decree of condemnation 
i . 
'filed August 24, 1938, to-wit: 
500' O'JD PACE8£7 
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ORDERED, ADJUDGED and DECREED: 
That water of a certain spring known and designated as 
the Griffiths Spring together with anv and all the water 
arising thereon or which may hereinafter rise therefrom 
together with a parcel of land known as the spring area 
hereinafter designated upon which the said water arises, 
described as follows: 
Beginning at a point which is 2686.2 feet West and South 
64*0' 540 feet from the East quarter corner of Section 
17, Township 14 North Range, One West of the Salt Lake 
Base and Meridian, thence South 37 feet, thence West 300 
feet, thence North 300 feet, thence South 55*27' East 380 
feet, thence South 15 feet to the point of beginninq. 
Containing 1.2 acres more or less. 
Together with a right-of-way to the spring area for the 
purpose of laying, maintaining Plaintiff's pipeline 
only over and across a strip of land 20 feet wide, 10 
feet on either side of the center line described as 
follows, to-wit: 
Beqinning at a point 2686.2 feet West of the East quarter 
corner of Section 17, Township 14 North, Ranqe One West 
of the Salt Lake Base and Meridian, thence South 55*54' 
325 feet, thence South 89#2f West 230 feet. 
24. 'he Decree further provided that the town of Cornish 
ishall deliver to the East fenceline of the soring area a suf-
.ficient supply of water for culinarv and domestic purposes for the 
iDefendants1 (Griffiths) use and for waterinq of a small lavm and 
for the waterinq of cattle and horses used then grazed uoon the 
i 
[premises belonginq to the Defendant, situated in Cache County, 
'State of Utah, and more particularly described as follows: 
!i Commencinq at a point 160 rods West of the East quarter corner of Section 17, Township 14 North, Ranqe One 
West of the Salt Lake Base and Meridian, running thence 
South 160 rods, thence West 80 rods, thence North 320 
rods, thence East 80 rods, thence South 160 rods to the 
place of beginning. 
5Q0r UOD PACE828 
Also: The Northeast quarter of Section 18, Township 14 
North, Range One West of the Salt Lake Base and Meridian. 
Containing 320 acres, 
25. The Defendants are the successors in interest to the 
Griffiths mentioned in the final order of condemnation. 
26. That the right-of-ways set forth above relating to the 
Griffiths Spring are valid and subsisting right-of-ways as defined 
and limited therein. 
27. The Court finds that the Plaintiff cannot acquire a pri-
vate use bv reason of public use. There was not evidence intro-
duced by the Plaintiff to describe periods of time for such pri-
vate or public use-particularly in view of at least three, 
possibly four, different routes used by the Plaintiffs on various 
occasions. Therefore, the Court finds that the use does not 
constitute the requirement of open, notorious and continuous use 
of a defined access to the reservoir or to the Griffiths Spring 
for the prescriptive period of time. 
28. That Plaintiff's usage of the two, three, and four dif-
ferent routes either by foot, or in some cases partially bv | 
j 
vehicle, does not constitute an easement by necessity as the 
I 
Plaintiff had its own easement as defined and its judgment and j 
final order of condemnation. 
29. The reservation of water rights as set forth in the j 
i 
* 
judgment and f i na l order of condemnation dated the 23rd day of j 
| 
August, 1938 by-the Honorable Lewis Jones, does not constitute an! 
i 
i 
appropriation of the water by the Defendants. The Defendants' i 
i 
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water right is granted by the decree and final order of condem-
nation and goes with the land to the successors in interest of 
Andrew H. Griffiths et al who are the Defendants herein. 
30. That the water rights under the decree of condemnation 
are for culinary and domestic purposes and for watering of a small 
lawn and for the watering of cattle and horses used and grazed 
upon the premises as set forth in the decree of condemnation. 
From the foregoing Findings of Fact the Court now makes 
and enters the following: 
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
1. Riqht-of-Wavs. That Plaintiff has failed to prove open, 
notorious and continuous use of a defined access to the Griffiths 
or Pearson Sprinqs entitling Plaintiff to a right-of-way over the 
property of the Defendants1 and bv reason thereof the Plaintiff is 
i 
j l imi ted to the r ight -of -ways s e t for th in t h e i r deeds and judgment! 
I 
and decree of condemnation. j 
j 
2. Water Rights. That the Defendants are entitled to a j 
i 
jljudgment and decree reaffirming the decreed water rights granted : 
i»to Andrew H. Griffiths, et al# under the judgment and order of ' 
i| i 
{{condemnation dated the 23rd dav of August, 1938, as it relates to j 
!j ' 
i»the G r i f f i t h s S p r i n g . . 
!i ! 
M 
3. That judqment should enter decreeing that the Defendants | 
j 
are the owners of a right to a one-fifth in Pearson Spring to \ 
cover the irrigation period from April 1st to September 30th of i 
each year and for stock watering and domestic purposes as adjudi- j 
i 
t 
i 
cated in the Kimball Decree to flow down Butler Hollow. j 
\ 
v"\~ 
< \1 
^ 
3 
•o 
K, 
\ 
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4. That Defendants are not an appropriator of the tap water 
from the Cornish Municipal water systemf but are the owners of a 
right to culinarv water as evidenced by a grant in a deed dated 
the 2nd day of March, 1938 from Emma Pearson, et al, and recorded 
in Book 74 of Deeds, page 144 in the office of the County Recorder 
of Cache County, in which the Defendants have a right to use water 
for human drinking and stock watering purposes. The use to be 
confined to the water flow through a 3/4 inch tap and Cornish Town 
is to pipe said water to the home of the Defendants to include 
culinarv and domestic purposes necessary for drinkinq, stock 
U.. ~s watering purposes, plants, shrubs, lawn, stock as used in a rural 
-, J!setting excludinq the filling of a fish pond and crop land irriga-
? A\ tion and related uses. 
5. The Court concludes that the grant of the water right is •f ii 
C ij not restricted solely to the source of water of Pearson Spring. 
|{ The Court further concludes that the Plaintiff is entitled to 
i! 
! determine where the union will be with the Cornish line and to \ 
\ ^
 r^ J ji provide and pipe through a 3/4 inch tap to the home of Defendants j 
;J '''---.: for the purposes set forth in the grant. j 
... "^
 vji 6. That Defendants are not entitled to prevail on • 
'••; - H" Defendantsf Counterclaim. ! 
v 
DATED t h i s fJlm day of, F e ^ ± « r y , 1984. 
I; 
KIS.FKI SION. H 
K&CMAMUIKS ji 
WN£VS AT LAW !i 
3CRALAVENUE 
kN.UTAM8432t i | 
it '«0-| 7t2 JfcM 
DISTRICT JUDGE 
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MAILING CERTIFICATE 
I hereby certify that I mailed a true and correct copy of the 
above and foregoing FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW to the 
Plaintiff's Attorney, William L. Fillmore, OLSON, HOGGAN & 
SORENSON, P. 0. Box 525, 55 West Center Street, Logan, Utah 84321 
on this day of February, 1984. 
George W. Preston 
ADDENDUM T f B T t 
Georqe W. Preston 
HARRIS, PRESTON, GUTKE & CHAMBERS 
Attorneys for Defendants 
31 Federal Avenue 
Logan, Utah 84321 
Telephone: (801) 752-3551 
IN THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF CACHE COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH 
CORNISH TOWN, A Utah Municipal * 
Corporation * 
Plaintiff, * 
JUDGMENT AND DECREE 
EVAN 0. ROLLER and MARLENE B. * 
ROLLER, husband and wife Civil No. 18267 
* 
Defendants. 
THIS matter came on before the Court sitting without a jury 
on the 16th dav of Februarvf 198?, and continuino thereafter to 
February 17, and 18, 1983, Plaintiff aopearina by and throuah 
their counsel, L. Brent Hoacan and Willian: L. Fillmore of the firm 
of OLSON, HOGGAN & SOREKSON, LooAn, Utah; ano the Defendants 
aocearinc in oerson and beir.o represented bv their attorney, 
Georae V. Preston of the fir~ cf T!AR*IS, PTElS^On, GUTKE & 
CHAMBERS, Loaan, Utah; and the Court havinc heard the evidence in 
the above entitled matter xn.r havinc taken the above entitled 
matter into consideration and havinc heretofore announce^ its 
decision from the bench and having thereafter filed a Memorandum 
Decision and beinn fullv advised in the oremises and the court 
• -
1M
-.r havinq heretofore made a.n<^  entered its Findinas of Fact and 
Conclusion of Law, it is herebv ORDERED, ADJUDGED and DECREED as 
follows: 
1. That the Defendants, Evan 0. Roller and M&rlene B. 
Roller, husband and wife are the owners of the following described 
property situated in Cache County, State of Utah, to-wit: 
The Southwest quarter and the Southeast quarter of 
Section 8 Township 14 North, Ranqe One West of the 
Salt Lake Base and Meridian, and the Northeast quarter 
of Section 17 and parts of the South half of Section 
17 Township 14 North, Range One West of the Salt Lake 
Base and Meridian. 
2. That the Plaintiff is the owner of a 4/5 interest in and 
to the Pearson Sprinq and right-of-ways by virtue of a quit claim 
deed dated the 2nd dav of March, 1938 filed July 2, 1938 in Book 
74 of Deeds at Page 144 between Emma Pearson, Lars w. Pearson and 
wife Gladys M. Pearson, Randolph Pearson, Wesley Pearson and 
Lawrence Pearson to Cornish Town as follows: 
A right-of-way, of ingress and eqress, includinc an 
easement for travel, and the right to construct, 
ooerate and maintain water nioe lines with all 
accessories thereto, over the followinq described 
land, to-wit: 
Commencino at the p.ast auarter cornsr cf Section 1", 
in Townshio 14 North of Ranee One (1) West of the 
Salt Lake Base an*5 Meridian an^ runnino thence T<*est 
150 rods; thence North 20 feet; thence ^ast 1^0 ro^; 
thence South ?0 feet to the olace of heaipninc. 
Also, all the right, title and interest of the cra^tcrs 
in all 'v'ator arr vater ric^ts ir ?.nr tc orr. cc-rtci" 
unnamed sorinq which arises at a ooint 800 feet South 
and 600 feet East of the Northwest corner cf the 
North west quarter of the Southwest ouarter of Section 
8, Township 14 North of Range One West of the Salt Lake 
K,S,
'
K,M(,N
- Meridian, which said water is new beinq used and has 
•HNfvs-TLAv. been used for more than fortv years on West halt of the 
™"£^™ Southeast quarter of Section 8, Townwhio 1* North of Ranqe 
.,'„, , ' One West of the Salt Lake Meridian. 
Together with a right of wav over the land of the grantors 
including an easement for travel and the right to construct, 
operate and maintain water pipe lines with all accessories 
thereto, to carry said water from soring to reservoir over 
the land described as follows: 
A 20 foot right of way over the Southeast quarter of 
Section 8, and "the Northeast quarter of Section 17, 
Township 14 North, Range One West of the Salt Lake Base 
and Meridian. 
Grantors reserve the right to use water for human drinking 
and stockwatering purposes. This use to be confined to a 
water flow through a 3/4" tap, and grantee agrees to pipe 
the said water to the home of Lars Pearson for culinary 
and domestic purposes. All water to be measured throuqh 
a culinary meter. 
3. That on the 11th dav of October, 19S8, Emma Marie Dobbs 
conveyed to the Defenants, Evan 0. Koller and Marlene B. Koller by 
warranty deed recorded November 7, 1968 in Book 115 of official 
records at Page 850, in the office of the Countv Recorder of Cache 
Countv, Utah, certain real estate described therein together with 
all water and water rights belonaina to or use** in connection with 
or in anvv/ise accertaininc to the above described tracts of land 
as ^escribed in the war rantv ^ee'2. 
4. That r^..r.a ^p'-r^r, Lar? L a r s o n , Gla^v? v. Pearson, 
Fari'fOIT?-1* "-''^ r^ cc*"., " ^ s l ^ * ^^^ r cor. ^nr1 Tic^^T^rc^ ^r^irTion corvove*3 to 
r^**?.)* 0. *'^li'~r '~'r r £ *: i ~ r°cl a s t 31 c focr t'o/?tr ,,,ith th^ *'*rt^ r cir^t 
thr o\\ch ^ 3 ^  •' i nc**• *~ ~*c ~.^  *" "v * p. d i~< t ^ ° c'.* i t ^ 1 ~ i T* ^ 9 0^ r* a tPC th° 
?n^ ^a*' of v=rch, i^ *-"-. r : i ^ - T'*l- ^  i r ^ *•- --.-*: "V r<* -*^ o-"*c - <-
nac;e 1 ^ . 
*~. ^ h s t on t h e ?^rd d*<? o* ^ u o u s t , 19^3 t h e D i s t r i c t C o u r t 
MOV 
iWMKs of: Cach^ Conntv , ^ t a t e of Utah , bv .3 Judament ^nd f i n a l Orrjor of 
."» l . -VV 
V f M » | 
*
9rs?
- Condemnation ^ecr^erl tw><?t the ^ a t e r of t h a t c e r t a i n <?orinn known 
- 1 -
w»nd designated as Griffiths Springs together with anv and all 
». I 'KI M O N . 
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•01> Vj? JV.J 
water arising therein or which mav arise therefrom together with a 
parcel of land known as the sprinq area b** condemned, which 
premises and water was described as follows: 
Beginning at a point which is 2686.2 feet West and South 
64#0' 540 feet from the East quarter corner of Section 
17, Township 14 North Range, One West of the Salt Lake 
Base and Meridian, thence South 37 feet, thence West 300 
feet, thence North 300 feet, thence South 55*27' East 380 
feet, thence South 15 feet to the point of beginning* 
Containing 1.2 acres more or less. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED that the premises 
hereinafter described, be, and the same is herebv condemned to and 
for the use of the Plaintiff as a right of way acr'oss the lands of 
the Defendants to the sprinq area hereinabove described, for the 
purpose of laying and maintaing Plaintiffs1 pipe line only, over, 
across and upon a strio of land twentv feet wide, ten feet on each 
side of a center line described as follows, to-wit: 
Beginning at a point 2686.2 feet West of the East quarter 
corner of Section 17, Township 14 North, Range One West 
of the Salt Lake Base and Meridian, thence South 55#54f 
325 feet, thence South 8^-2* West 230 feet. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, ADJUDGED AMD DECREED that Plaintiff 
shall deliver to the East fence line of the sprina area hereina-
bove described, a sufficient suoolv of water for the culinarv and 
domestic purnoses of the Defendants herein, and for watering of a 
small lawn, for the waterino of cattle and horses usino and crazed 
uoon the premises belongina to the Defendants situated in Cache 
Countv, State of Utah, more carticularlv ^escrib^d as follows, 
to-wit: 
Commencina at a point 1*0 rods West of the East quarter 
corner of Section 1"?, Township 14 north, Range One 
West of the Salt Lake Base and Meridian, runnina thenco 
South 160 rods, thence V7est 80 ro^s, thence North ??0 
ro^s, therce Past 20 rods, thence South 160 ro^s to th*» 
T?1?»CO cf b^cinnino. 
Also: The Northeast quarter of Section 18, Townshio 14 
North, Range One West of the Salt Lake Base and Meridian. 
Containino 3?0 acr^s. 
I M O V . 
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6. That Plaintiff brouqht the above entitled action for the 
purpose of Quieting title and to the sorings for a determination 
of right-of-wavs and for the forfeiture of an interest in water 
owned by the Defendants by reason of nonuse. 
7. Rights-of-way. It is herebv ORDERED, ADJUDGED and 
DECREED that Plaintiff has failed to prove ooen, notorious and 
continuous use of a defined access to either the Griffiths or the 
Pearson Springs entitlinq Plaintiff to a right-of-way over the 
prooertv of the Defendants and bv reason thereof, the Plaintiff is 
limited to the rights-of-wav as set forth in the Plaintiff's deeds 
and the Judgment and Decree of Condemnation. That such riqht-of-
wavs are valid and exist as set forth in the instrument creating 
the right-of-wav. 
8. Water Rights - Griffiths Soring. It is further ORDERED, 
ADJUDGED and DECREED that the Defendants a m t^ e owners of decreed 
water riqhts Granted to Andrew H. Griffiths et al under the 
Judament an'3- Order of Ccn^emr.ation dated the ??rd ^av of AuQUSt, 
19-R as it relates to Griffiths "nrino to include "a sufficient 
S'.TCIV c:c '»;?tfrr f<^ r t1*^  rulinar^' ar<d dcr'es tic p'jr^ o.?^ ^ an^ " fcr 
<v=>f erin-c a sm. all laf,in* -^^ for th*=» v^t^ri^c of cattle and h^r^e0 
used ar.d crazed uncn tur nremises. 
°. Uator "Anhtr, - ^^arson Snrinciri. It is further O^D^RED, 
ADJUDGED a^d p^.C^EED that tne Defendants are the ovn^r or ^ one-
fifth interest in Pearson Serine to cover the irrioation o^riors 
from Anril 1 to September ?.0 of each vcar an^ for domestic, and 
stock ^aterinc as adiudicated in the Kirrihall Decree W.n.c. .^7l.Q 
and W.U.C. 6716 to flow down Butler Hollow as designated. 
10. It is further ORDERED, ADJUDGED and DECREED that the 
Defendants are the owners of a riqht to culinary water as evi-
denced by a reservation in the deed d^ ated the 2nd day of March, 
1938 from Emma Pearson et al and recorded in Book 74 of Deeds at 
Page 144 in the office of the Recorder of Cache County, Utah, in 
which the Defendants have a right to use water for human drinking 
and stock watering purposes. The use to be confined to a water 
flow through a 3/4 inch tap, with Cornish to pipe said water to 
the home of Evan 0. Roller and Marlene B. Roller and their suc-
cessors for culinary and domestic purposes to include plants, 
shrubs, lawn, stock watering purposes as used in a rural setting 
excluding the filling of a fish pond and crop land irrigation and 
related usages, 
11. The Court concludes that the orant of the water right is 
not restricted solely to the source of water of Pearson Sprino. 
The Court further concludes that the Plaintiff is entitled to 
determine where the point of diversion from the Cornish line will 
be and to orovide and oioe throuqh a 3/4 inch tao to the home of 
the Defendants f<^ r the ourooses set forth in the grant, to include 
watering of olants, shrubs, lawns, stock waterinG, water for aori-
culture domestic ourocses, drinkinc water, indoor olumbinc ;?n^  
other customary residential culinary domestic uses to exclude the 
use of the water in a fish oond and croo land irrigation and 
. l»Kt M O S . 
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12. It is further ORDERED, ADJUDGED and DECREED that the 
Pearson Spring is not one single spring but may be composed of 
several springs in the vicinity of the Cornish collection basin. 
13. It is further ORDERED, ADJUDGED and DECREED that all of 
the water in the Pearson Spring area has been fully "appropriated" 
bv the parties hereto. 
14. It is fruther ORDERED, ADJUDGED and DECREED that the 
Defendant's Counterclaim should be dismissed. 
DATED this 2&_ day of February, 1984. 
DISTRICT JUDGE 
MAILING CERTIFICATE 
I herebv certify that I mailed a true and correct copv of the 
above and foregoinq JUDGMENT AND DECREE to the Plaintiffs' 
Attorney, William Fillmore, P. 0. Box 525, 5=1 *?est Center Street, 
Loqan, Utah 84321 on this Hav of Fe^ruarv, 1°.%4. 
(174064) 
QUITCLAIM DEED. 
EMMA PEARSON, L/RS PEARSON end v.ife, Gladys U. Pearson, Randolph Pearson, Lesley Pearson, and Lawrence 
Pearson, Grantors, of Cornish, Cache County, State of Utah, hereby quitclaim to CORNISH 1Q7/N, a Municipal 
Corporation of the State of "tab, Grcntee, for the sum of ONE AND NO/lOO DOLL/RS, the following described trects 
of lend in Cache County, ^ tate of Utah, to~wit: 
A right-of-way, of ingress and egress, including an easement for travel, end the right to construct, 
operate, end maintain water pipe lines with all accessories thereto, over the following described land, to-wit: 
Commencing at the East Quarter corner of Section 17, in Township 14. North of Range One (1) West of "the 
Salt Lake Base end Meridian, and running thence West 160 rods; thence North 20 feet; thence East 160 rod£; 
thence South 20 feet to the place of beginning, 
ALSO: All the right, title and interest of the Grantors in all water end water rights in end to one 
certain unnamed spring which arises at a point 800 feet South and 600 feet East of the Northwest corner of the 
Northwest Quarter of the Southwest Quarter of Section 8, lownchip 14 ^ orth of Fange One Viert of the Salt Lake 
Meridian, which said water is now being used and has been used for more than forty years on the West half of 
the Southeast Quarter of Section 8, township 14 North of Range One West of the Salt Lake Meridian. 
TOGETHER with a right of way over the land of the grantors, including an easement for travel and the right 
to construct, operate and maintain water pipe lines with all accessories thereto, to carry said water from said 
spring to a reservoir, over the land described as follows: 
A twenty (20) foot right of way over the Southeast Quarter of Section Eight (8), and the Northeast 
Quarter of Section 17, Township 14 North of Range One West of the Salt Lake Base end Meridian, 
Grantors reserve the right to use wrater for human drinking and stock-watering purposes. This use to be 
confined to a water flow through a 3/4" tao, and grantee agrees to pipe the said water to the home of Lars 
Pe£r3on, for culinary and domestic purposes. All water to be measured through a culinary meter. 
WITNESS the hands of the Grantors this 2nd day of ifcrch, A.D. 1938* 
Signed in the Presence of 
Newel G. Deines 
ST/TE OF UTAH ) 
COUNTY OF CACHE ) SS. 
On this 2nd day of March, A.D. 1938, before me a Notary Public in and for the said county and State 
aforesaid, personally appeared tiOA PEARSON, LARS PEARSON £nd wife, GLAEBfS 3. PEARSON, RANDOLPH PEARSON, 
ViLSLEY PE/RSOII, and LAWRENCE PEARSON, the signers of the fqfregoing instrument, who duly acknowledged to me 
Emma Pearson 
Lars W Pearson 
Gladys M Pearson 
Randolph Pearson 
Wesley Pearson 
Lawrence Pearson 
"EXHIBIT 9 JAN 28 iTYn 1 f d 
WARRANTY DEED N 00,)K ^2 OF RECOMJ 
PACE 1^9 
CKarAn.sMiiH 
EMMA MARIE DOBRS, grantor of Cornish, Cache Qtwi£$utffci8WE;l 
hereby CONVEYS AND WARRANTS to EVAN 0. KOLLER and MARLENE B. ^••V-
' KOLLEH, husband and wife as joint tenants and not as tenants in 
common with full rights of survivorship, grantees of Weston, 
Franklin County, Idaho, for the su-n of ti9.065.O6> o f t h e follow-
inc described tractj of land in Cneho. County, Utah, to-wit: 
Tract r/ 1. The V.u •thcas"! "JUr rt< •• uf Section 17, Township 
14 North R- n v 1 West & It L.-!.i *\ rl i.-.n, Leca 3.10 acres "* 
for road an^ 1 Acre for ri !.t >:' i';.y Net 15^.90 acres. 
Tract # 2. Beginning at the 
quarter of Section 0 Tovnr'.ilp lH-
"erldlan, running thence North L 
thence South SO rods, thence E a 
thence 3outh2°3«Sl East r.lontr the 
of Section S, thence Woi:t 190L* f 
containing 97 acres; Also, begin 
of Section 8, said Tovnshio no 
North SO rods, tUnce West* 7 ^ f 
South 2° 36« Erst alon • the sale-
said Section S, thence East uorf 
containing 21a' acres, mare or lc 
.116.5) 
outhwest Corner of the Southeast 
o!-th R'>n£p 1 Went Salt Lake 
rods, thence East SO rods, 
522 ft et, to County Road, 
iai.\ road to the South line 
t to the place of beginning 
n nt the Southeast corner 
n and running thence 
t to the County Road thence1 
•nr.d to the South line of 
'(•t to the place of beginning 
; (Total acreage in Tract 2, 
Tract } 
Township 14-
Beginning at the Southwest corner of Section 9 
iwniioiiAy x r North Ra.nf.re 1 Wert of the Salt Lake Meridian and 
running; thence East 1^.75 chains mor or less to a noint on the 
East line of the West Cache Canal, thence North 1S°30' East 
9.40 chains, thence North 12°05« West 11.4-0 chains to a point 
20 chains North and 15.27 chains East of the point of beginning,^ 
thence West 15.27 chains, thenct? South 20 chains to the place ! 
of beginning, contain in-- 12. 0 acres Tiore or less. 
Tract # 4,Beginning at the Northvest corner, of^the North-
west quarter of Section iC, To nship l4 North Rrnge 1 West 
Salt Lake ^ eridlan running thence South 19.28 chains, thence 
Northeasterly following the West b.- = nk of the West Cache Canal 
to the North line of the said Section 16, thence West along the 
North line of the saia Section lo, 1*5.50 chains more .or less 
to the place of beginning contalm* 14.50 acres,more or 1 Q C O U 
""^  ^TygeChei' •itfJiaJJ nut v 1 i&kfif «++* .••«« <ynv <• ^ —' 
Subject to mortgage on the oovo property in favor of Federal 
Land Bank of Berkley upon which the balance is about $2065.08. 
WITNESS the ha.id of said gra:»tor this 25 day of January , 
i960. 
Signed in the presence of: 
6 ZzMc 
lUum^l7\aA^et)At. 
ZZ^L^b 
JTATE Or UVAil 
COUNTY OF CACHE 
( ss. 
1 *l * 
On the *>S~ day of J*"»%~—r S£ ) 
'• 19^, personally appeared before ( 
![ me, Emma Marie Dobbs, the ji#.er ) 
I of the within instrui.i«i.t, who ( 
J duly acknowledged to me that she ) 
V-h^executed the same. ( 
••- / >. N ^ i^tary Public ( 
Er i ijjCRaiding at: Logan, Utah ) 
'.'••fc^ 'Commissi on Expires: ( 
uECOUDING DATA 
Entry No. Fee $ ' 
hecord^d __ Indexed 
Platted Abstracted 
Compared Delivered 
,„,. 
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EMMA MARIS DOBBS, Grantot of Idaho, hereby CONVEYS and WARRANTS to 
EVAN 0. KOLLER and MARLENE B. KOLLER, husband and wife, as joint tenants with 
full rights of survivorship and not as tenants in common, Grantees of Wtston, 
Idaho, 
for and in consideration of the sura of One Dollar and other valuable consideration 
the following described land situated in Cache County, Utah, to-wit: 
1. The Northeast quarter of Section 1?, Township 14 North of Range 1 West of the 
Salt Lake Base and Meridian, containing 160 aeros, more or less, excepting 
thwrefrora the County Road. 
2. Beginning at the Northwest corner of the Northwest quarter of Section 16, 
Township 14 North of Range 1 West of the Salt Lake Base and Meridian, and runnLng 
thence South 19.28 chains; thence in a Northeasterly direction following the 
West bank of the West Cache Irrigation Company's canal to the North line of said 
Section 16; thence West along the North line of said Section 16, 13.50 chains, 
more or less, to the place of beginning and further described asbeing all that 
part of the Northwest quarter of Section 16, Township 14 North of Range 1 ^ est 
of the Salt Lake ^ase and Meridian, lying and being *est of the right of way of the 
West Cacha Irrigation Company canal, containing 14.5 acres, more or less. 
3. Beginning at the Southwest comer of Section 9t Township 14 North of Range 1 
West of the Salt lake Base and Meridian, and running thence East along section 
line 14.75 chains, more or lesx, to a point on the East line of the West C#che Canal; 
thence North 18 30* East 9.**0 chains; thence North 12°05» West 11.40 chains to a 
point 20 chains North and 15.2? chains East of theplace of beginning; thence West 
15.27 chains; thence South 20 chains to the place of beginning, containing 32.5 
acres, more or less. 
4. The West half of the Southeast quarter of Section 8, Township 14 North of 
Range 1 West of the Salt Lake Base and Meridian; containing 80 acres, more or 
less. 
5. The Southeast Quarter of the Southeast quarter of Section 8, Township 14 North 
of Range 1 West of the Salt Lake Base and Meridian, less County Road, containing 
39.50 acres, more or less. 
Together with any and all water or water rights belonging to, or used on or in 
connection with, or in any wise appertaining to all of the above described tracts 
of land in this Warranty Deed however evidenced. 
This deed is made to correct an error in the description of the Warranty Deed 
from sa,d Grantor to said Grantees dated January 25, I960 and thereafter recorded 
in the office of the Cache County Recorder, Boodk 42 at page 419» it having been 
intended by said Grantor to convey all the property sad Grantor received by that 
deed dated October 18, 1957 and recorded the office of the Cache County Recorder, 
in Book 23• filing no. 290084. 
WITNESS the hand of said Grantor this / [ ^ day ofQtT^Uy , A. D. 1968. 
WITNESS 1 \
 A/j „ v ^ O y 
t * - HOY 1 10 is W W ADDENDUM " E ! 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
County of t*+X^ 
On t h i s \\- day of ( 9 ^ 0 - v , A. D. 1968, personally appeared before me^  
Bnma Karie Dobbs, the signer of the foregoing instrument, who duly acknytJ^igepJ' to., 
toe that &e executed the same. / V* *^>>N 
Notary Public ' -: ^ ^m '<? : » 
Residing in $LUA& &bj!*\\ H 
My commission expires: I - M - ' J Q . ''•*&• X t£> 
BOOK 1 1 5 ^ 8 5 0 
73-M1. Apfmrtettft* water* - Use ft* p*»i*tg 
asKkr COWTCyiftCC. 
A right to the use of water appurtenant to land 
shall pass to the grantee of such land, and. in 
cases wbcra tuch right hai been exercised in 
Irrigating different parcels of land at different 
times, nsch right shall pass to the such right shall 
pass to the grantee of any pared of land on which 
such right was exercised next preceding the time of 
the execution of any conveyance thereof; subject, 
however, in all cases to payment by the grantee in 
any such conveyance of all amounts unpaid on any 
assessment 'tfxen doe upon any such right; 
provided, that any such right to the use of water, 
or any part thereof, may • be reserved by -' the 
grantor In any such conveyance by making such 
reservation in express terms in such conveyance, or 
It may be separately conveyed. i*J 
BcnefidaJI use shall be the basis, the measure and 
the limit of all rights to the use of water in this 
state. 
lt*S 
7M-4. Rtrenioa to p«btfc by abasKiousesH or 
faltera to «*t wHkim ftv* yean - Ertfrfif daa*. 
When an appropriator or his successor in interest 
shall abandon or cease to use water for a period of 
five years the right shall cease and thereupon such 
water shall revert to the public, and may be again 
appropriated as provided in this title, unless before 
the expiration of such five-year period the 
appropriator or his successor In Interest shall have 
filed with the state engineer a verified application 
for an extension of time, not to exceed five years, 
within, which to resume he use of such water and 
unless pursuant to such application the time within 
such nonuse may continue is extended by the state 
engineer as hereinafter provided. The provisions 
of this section are applicable whether such unused 
or abandoned water U permitted to run to waste 
or is used by others without right. The filing of 
such application for extension of time thill extend 
the time during which nonuse may continue until 
the order of the tUie engineer thereon. Such 
application shall be on a blank to be furnished by 
the state engineer and shall set forth such 
information as he may require, including but not 
limiting to the following: The name and address of 
applicant; the name of the source from which the 
right is daimed and the point on tuch source 
where the water was last diverted; evidence of the 
validity of the right claimed by reference to 
application number in the state engineer'! office; 
date of court decree and title of case; or the date 
when the water was first used; the place, dme and 
nature of past use; the flow of water which has 
been used In second-feet or the quantity stored in 
acre-feet and the time the water was used -each 
year; the extension of dme applied for, togethc 
with a statement of the reason for the nonuse of 
such water. Similar applications may be made 
from time to time, before the date of expiration of 
the extension next theretofore granted. 
Upon receipt of tuch application the state 
engineer shall cause to be published, once each 
week for three successive weeks, in a newtpaper of 
general circulation in the county In which source 
of water supply is located, a notice of the 
application, which notice ihMll apprise the public 
of the nature of the right for which the extension 
U sought and the reasons therefor. 
Any person interested may at any time after the 
first publication of such notice and prior to the 
thirtieth day after completion of publication, file 
with the state engineer a written protest, together 
with a copy thereof, ^tdmt the granting of luch 
O R I G I N A L 
CERTIFICATE OF APPROPRIATION OF WATER 
APPLICATION NO 1 2 0 5 0 
NAME A N D A D D R E S S O F A P P R O P R I A T O R 
S O U R C E OF SUPPIA PEARSQH SPRING 
STATE OF UTAH 
TOUII OF CORNISH, COPJnSh. IHVH 
CERTIFICATE NO . 2317 
. CACHE _ C O U N T Y , UTAH, HEAR RTVER -DRAINAGE AR 
QUAMTTY O F WATER 
PERIOD A N D NATURE O F U S E 
HFVY-STX THOUSANDTHS ( 0 . 0 ^ 6 ) SECOItD-FOOT PRIORITY O F RIGHT_ Li^Cii_9, 1936 
JAIJIAT77 1 TV) r>^CT-\m^ ?1 , TITCI.TTSTVTT - FOR nffl.TFT.TTC AKD UIUICTPAL PlfRPOSKS 
JBI|erfns, /* Juis been made to appear to the satisfaction of the undersigned that the appropriation of water has been perfected m accordance with the La 
of Utah, tEl|rrcfnrc, Be it knawn that I, „ _ T . H» KUMPIUHYS. the duly appointed, qualified and acting State Engineer, by authority 
the Laws of Utah, do hereby certify that said approprtator ts entitled to the use of water as herein set out, subject to prtot rights, if any, for diversion and i 
as follows, to-unt.— 
The water is c o l l e c t e d by means of 780 f t . of 4M t i l e p ipe , which d i s c h a r g e s i n t o a concre te i n t a k e box l oca t ed a t t h e point of issu 
of t h e sp r ing , thence d i v e r t e d and conveyed through 3750 f t . of 6" p ipe and 2000 f t . of 4H p ipe t o a r e in fo rced concre te d i s t r i b u t i o n r e s 
v o i r , from which i t i s r e l e a s e d as needed and conveyed by pipe a f u r t h e r d i s t a n c e of 4700 f t . t o t h e Town of Corn ish , *here i t i s d i s t r i b 
through l a t e r a l pipes and used by t h e i n h a b i t a n t s of t h e Town from January 1 t o Decerber 3 1 , i n c l u s i v e of each and every yea r , a s a sup-nl 
t a l supply for domestic and irunici'Dal purt>oses. 
The point of d i v e r s i o n from the s p r i n g , a l r eady r e f e r r e d t o , i s l o c a t e d ;. . 4720 f t . and S. 364O f t . from the NE Cor. Sec . 8 , T. 14 N 
R. 1 itf.t SLB3di. The d i s t r i b u t i o n r e s e r v o i r has i n s i d e dimensions of 2 0 ' x 201 x 10.5« and i s l oca t ed W. 2120 f t . and N. 19 f t . f ron t h e 
Cor. S e c . 17, T. 14 N . , R. 1 77., SLB&l!. The p l ace of use wi th in t h e Town of Cornish embraces p a r t s of the S5 Sec . 33 and W±SVl± Sec . 3 4 , 
T. 15 N. , R. 1 : . . , SLBUI., and Hl.'i and U^i Sec . 3, E5, NgNWj, and S^SWi; Sec . 4 , N2£N1.± and E j Sec . 9 , /£ a n d NE* S c c - 10» *'? Sec . 15 , N 
E^SE^, and SV^SE* Sec . 16 , NZ£ Sec . 2 1 , and Nl/i S e c . 22 , T. 14 N . , R. 1 &., SLL&L*. 
<3fn f i t n e s s JBSfjcrcof, / have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of my office this 2.7_. day of „ hQYZmUl _, 1932_ 
T. H. HUUPHERYS, /STATE E N G I N E E R 
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